Corporate Governance and Investing

Speaker: Arun Mantri, CFA (Retd)

CFA Society is pleased to invite you to an interesting session with Mr. Arun Mantri.

Corporate Governance is a key screen for investing which investors often overlook. Both emerging markets and developed markets are full of examples where investors were cheated because of corporate governance. The talk will focus on what investors should think of when looking at corporate governance.

ABOUT THE SPEAKER:

Arun Mantri recently relocated back to his hometown Pune after 36 years with World Bank and IMF. At World Bank, he had multiple roles in Treasury, Pension Fund and Strategic Resource Management. He was Principal Investment Officer in the Quantitative Risk Analysis Department of the Treasury that managed the $15 billion pension plan. At IMF, he was Chief Risk Manager of the $10 billion IMF Pension Fund.

He graduated from IIT Kharagpur in 1976 as an Electronics and Electrical Communication Engineer and also did a post graduate diploma in Management from IIM Bangalore in 1979.

EVENT DETAILS:

**DATE:** Friday, 18th October 2019 | **TIME:** 6:30 to 8:30 p.m. followed by Dinner (registration start at 6.00p.m) | **VENUE:** PYC Hindu Gymkhana, Pune

REGISTRATION:

CFA Society India members: Free
CFA Charter Pending: INR 600 (all inclu.)
CFA Program Candidates: INR 600 (all inclu.)
Others: INR 600 (all inclu.)

Register here: [https://in.explara.com/e/speakerevent18thoctpune](https://in.explara.com/e/speakerevent18thoctpune)

CE Qualified Activity

This event is qualified for 1.5 CE credit hours for CFA Society India members

**Global Passport Accredited Programme**

Allows members of participating CFA societies to attend each other's society events at the local member price.